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Part 1. Vocabulary and Grammar (40%): Each question is 2% 

1. Lack of communication between children and parents will lead to _____ gap. 

(A) tradition    (B) emotion   (C) generation   (D) recognition 

2. My favorite day of the week is Friday, _____ everyone can start to relax and enjoy the 

weekend. 

(A) that        (B) which   (C) on when    (D) when 

3. Wholesale markets are usually located in urban areas and are easily _____ to retailers. 

(A) sustainable   (B) accessible  (C) classical   (D) typical 

4. After People look forward to the resuming of tourism after the traveling _____ is lifted. 

There are no requirements for testing, quarantine or registration upon arrival in the country 

(A) ban    (B) supply   (C) budget    (D) kit 

5. _____ ask for his girlfriend’s forgiveness, Jimmy brought her a bouquet of flowers and. 

(A)In order that       (B) In order to     (C) So that        (D) Such that 

6. The chief executive officer was rumored to _____ a worker for selling business secrets to 

another company. 

(A) discipline   (B) pretend   (C) refuse   (D) examine 

7. I’m afraid that I can’t go out with you tonight. I have _____ homework to do. 

(A) many    (B) few    (C) plenty of    (D) a lot  

8. Millions of refugees from Ukraine have crossed borders into neighboring countries, and 

millions more have been forced to _____ from their homes. 

(A) preserve    (B) boost   (C) flee     (D) surge 

9. _____ Mandy is the only person that knows how to operate the machine, we have to follow 

her instruction. 

(A) For     (B) While   (C) Since    (D) Though 

10. The engagement of the prince and his girlfriend was announced _____ this morning. 

Everyone was looking forward to meet the new member of the royal family. 

(A) officially    (B) similarly   (C) currently    (D) diligently 

11. With high income and good social welfare system, Finland consistently _____ among all 

countries as the happiest country on earth. 

(A) applies    (B) manages   (C) ranks    (D) elevates 

12. After multiple mass shootings occurred, America's parents show increasing _____ over gun 

violence in schools. 

(A) demand    (B) concern   (C) trend    (D) rate 

13. The tickets of Taylor Swift’s latest concert are limited to the _____ members from the fan 

clubs. 

(A) register   (B) registering   (C) registered   (D) registers 

14. One of the rules in our family is that if children do not behave well, they may be made 

_____ their own rooms and the bathroom.  

(A) clean   (B) to clean   (C) cleaning   (D) cleaned 

15. By the end of next semester, the new swimming pool in our school _____.  

(A) will have been completed    (B) will have completed  

(C) will have been completing   (D) will complete 

16. It is _____ for children to listen to songs involving violence and sex, which will influence 

their behaviors. 

(A) average   (B) available    (C) optimistic   (D) inappropriate 

17. Due to increase in temperature, bacteria start to grow rapidly in moist places and the food 

turns _____easily in summer.  

(A) sour    (B) sourly    (C) soured    (D) sourness 

18. Somehow the mother managed to provide her children _____food and clothing during the 

family’s toughest time.  

(A) for    (B) to     (C) with     (D) of 

19. According to the research, _____ lowering sugar levels in sweet drinks – such as fruit juices 

and soft drinks – could be a long term benefit to one’s health. 

(A) locally   (B) gradually    (C) randomly    (D) originally 

20. Don’t be so hard on yourself. Everybody makes mistakes and we are all just _____ people. 

(A) ordinary   (C) standard    (C) simple    (D) outstanding 

 

Part 2. Cloze Test (20%): Each question is 2% 

One can know how a person really feels by paying attention to his or her body language. 

___21___,verbal language accounts for only a small amount of human communication while we 

use our bodies and gestures to do most of the talking, and show our true emotions. That is why 

understanding others’ body language is a crucial ability. Doing so can help you know ___22___ . 

However, there are still some ways to hide one’s true feelings.  

It’s hard to determine ___23___ or not someone is telling the truth when the person changes 

the pattern of body movements on purpose. For example, if you want to conceal your 

nervousness, try to stand still and avoid tapping your feet. One may look anxious if he or she 

can’t help ___24___ their limbs. If you are lying to someone, looking him or her in the eye can 

___25___ their believing that you are honest. In summary, we can always learn more about the 

effective ways of using body language to show more about ourselves or deceive others.   



21. (A) Afterward      (B) In fact     (C) By the way    (D) Nonetheless 

22. (A) how you truly understand others  (B) how do you know more about others 

(C) what are people thinking    (D) what people are actually thinking 

23. (A) whether     (B) if   (C) which   (D) however 

24. (A) move      (B) moving  (C) moved   (D) to move  

25. (A) send off     (B) lead to  (C) bring in   (D) result from 

 

Study suggested that arts can help reduce anxiety. Take Danielle Hark’s story for example. 

Hark suffered from a severe depression six months after giving birth to her child. When anxiety 

____26____, she could barely breathe and considered leaving the house. One time, she even 

believed she was ___27___ die. Luckily, Hark found help from photography. Taking photos 

started her on a journey of recovery. Now, she gets out of her house and ___28___ with the world 

around her. She also founded a website for photographers ___29___ by mental illness. Hark has 

used creativity and art therapy to deal with her depression, ___30___to raise awareness and 

encourage others.  

 

26. (A) strike    (B) struck   (C) striking    (D) to strike 

27. (A) willing to   (B) about to   (C) used to    (D) ready for 

28. (A) allows    (B) operates   (C) defines    (D) engages  

29. (A) affect    (B) affecting   (C) affected    (D) who affected 

30. (A) hoping    (B) to hope   (C) hoped    (D) and hope 

 

Part 3. Reading Comprehension (12%): Each question is 2% 

For the decade between 1983 and 1994, artist Bob Ross was perhaps the most famous 

painter on American television. Although it has been almost three decades since his show The 

Joy of Painting—a painting education program—last aired, he has remained an unlikely 

international star. 

One of the most recognizable of Bob Ross’s features was his unique hairstyle. However, 

this was not the reason people watched his painting program. Rather, it was his gentle voice 

and kind appearance that put viewers at ease. As he created his paintings, he would always talk 

positively. He even called any mistakes that he made ―happy accidents.‖ 

Prior to his work on screen, Bob Ross spent 20 years serving in the United States Air Force. 

Although he was from Florida, he was sent to a base in Alaska, where he first saw snow. This 

was also where he learned how to paint, which is why he often painted pictures on his show 

featuring snowy mountains.  

While he was in the military, Bob’s manner was not so soft and gentle. As a sergeant, he 

often had to bark orders at the soldiers under his command. Upon leaving the military, he decided 

to never raise his voice again. Sadly, he died of cancer at just 52.  

31. Which sentence (~) best describes Bob Ross as a positive person? 

(A)      (B)     (C)      (D)  

32. According to the passage, what made Bob Ross decide to become a gentle and kind person? 

(A) His earlier job experience. 

(B) The beautiful scenery in Alaska. 

(C) His rank of sergeant in the military. 

(D) The chance to be on American television. 

33. According to the passage, which of the following is true? 

(A) Bob Ross had a passion for painting when he was little. 

(B) Bob Ross spent twice as many years in the military than as a TV star. 

(C) In the military, Bob Ross was a sergeant who seldom raised his voice. 

(D) Though Bob Ross’s TV show isn’t famous in the United States, it is still on television. 

 

Advanced technology isn’t always used for good. Many experts are becoming concerned 

about deepfakes, which are extremely convincing but fake images or videos. Deepfakes get their 

name from the process used to make them, called deep learning. This process uses two artificial 

intelligence programs. One produces fake images, and the other tries to recognize them. When 

the program producing the fakes can fool the other program, it can also fool most people.  

Deepfakes pose a variety of dangers. They can be used to blackmail people or to publicly 

shame them for things they never did. Some experts worry that a well-timed deepfake could sway 

the results of an election. And the threat of deepfakes could make people reluctant to trust photos 

or videos that they see. Simply knowing that deepfakes exist can make it hard to tell truth from 

fiction. 

On the other hand, positive uses for deepfakes are possible. One museum has already used it 

to create a lifelike video of artist Salvator Dali. Dali died years ago, but the video shows him 

saying quotes from the real Dali. Deepfakes could also be used in the film industry. Even 

medicine could make use of them, using deepfake images to train programs to recognize medical 

conditions. 

Whether they’re used for good or bad, deepfakes are out there. We need to be aware of the 

possibilities and learn not to trust everything our eyes see. 

34. What is implied from this article? 

(A) Human beings aren’t capable of telling the truth.  

(B) There will always be people using technology. 



(C) There are so many great uses for artificial intelligence. 

(D) Humans can take good ideas and use them for evil in technology. 

 

35. According to the passage, what might someone do with a deepfake that can benefit others? 

(A) It can be used to look into a person’s state of health. 

(B) It can be used in education to teach or train a student. 

(C) It can be used like a robot to serve people. 

(D) It can be used like a mind-reading machine. 

36. How exactly are deepfakes created? 

(A) They decrease people’s intelligence so they believe things that aren’t true. 

(B) They combine the making of false pictures and a program which is tricked by them. 

(C) They take photos from the Internet and turn them into videos.  

(D) They relay false information directly into people’s minds. 

 

Part 4. Translation (8%): Each question is 4% 

 

37. 他們放下彼此間的不合，聯手舉辦一場音樂會紀念他們敬愛的父母。 

38. 儘管組織試圖呼籲大家行動，人們還是繼續破壞他們擁有的自然資源。 

 

Part 5. Essay Writing (20%) 

Stressed or anxious navigating everybody’s daily life. In fact, mental health is just as 

important as physical health. Please write an essay discussing: (1) As a student and a teenager, 

what are the things that you feel stressed about? (2)How do you deal with your anxiety and stress? 

(at least 120 words.) 

 

 

 

----This is the end of the test.---- 
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Part 4. Translation (8%): Each question is 4% 

39. ______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

40. ______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Part 5. Essay Writing (20%) 
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----This is the end of the test.---- 



Answers: 

1-10   CDBAB | ACCCA 

11-20  CBCBA | DACBA 

21-30  BDABB | BBDCA   

31-36  CAB | DCB 

37. They put their disagreement away and hold a concert together in memory of their beloved 

teacher. 

38. Although the organization tried to call for everyone’s action, people continued to destroy the 

natural resources we have. 

 


